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Vaibhav Joshi has been handpicked to lead TableSpace Technologies’ business
development across India

Industry trends reveal a clear preference for managed workspaces that can provide the
flexibility to mould & remould offices to suit dynamic requirements

TableSpace Technologies offers the liquid real estate as a solution for the changing
workspace

Onboarding Vaibhav Joshi is part of TableSpace Technologies’ strategy to
claim the top spot in the emerging ‘hub-and-spoke’ workspace model and
build solutions that address not just the current requirements, but also the
future needs of clients.

#managedworkspaces #liquidrealestate #coworking #commercialrealestate

#TableSpaceTechnologies

As part of their future solutioning model to cater to the changing workspace

requirements of corporates, TableSpace Technologies has onboarded senior

executive Vaibhav Joshi. Vaibhav Joshi brings with him 15 years of experience

in the commercial real estate industry, and has been handpicked to lead their

business development across India.

"Vaibhav’s deep knowledge and proven leadership in the commercial real

estate space aligns well with our vision and ability to cater to the changing

patterns in the managed workspace industry,” says Amit Banerji, Founder and

CEO of TableSpace Technologies.

TableSpace Technologies has brought in Vaibhav Joshi as Executive Director

at a time when the commercial real estate sector is undergoing a crucial

transformation. Companies have begun incorporating a hybrid work model as

part of their long-term strategy and are redesigning internal policies to blend

the traditional o]ice routine with work-from-home.

“TableSpace’s agility helps us to be at the forefront of industry trends in

managed workspaces and build solutions that address not just the current

requirements, but also the future needs of our clients,” says Karan Chopra,

Founder and Chief Revenue O]ice of TableSpace Technologies.

Industry trends reveal a clear preference for managed workspaces that can

provide the Qexibility to mould and remould o]ices to suit dynamic

requirements or in other words the option of a liquid real estate, which

TableSpace Technologies enables for their clients.

Onboarding Vaibhav Joshi is part of TableSpace Technologies’ strategy to

claim the top spot in the emerging ‘hub-and-spoke’ workspace model.

“I have admired the vision and business model of Tablespace Technologies

and witnessed its growth and success over the past few years,” says Vaibhav

Joshi. “The position comes with a huge responsibility especially during this

phase,” he adds.

Vaibhav Joshi has previously served as Senior Director at CBRE South Asia

Pvt. Ltd. Prior to that he held senior positions at Cushman and Wakebeld.

The managed o]ice sector is a $1.15 billion market in India with a current

penetration at nine percent. With the changing work culture and

environment, the managed o]ice solution is gaining more prominence than

ever.

A recent Knight Frank global survey of 400 global >rms employing 10

million people reveals that 90% of global >rms regard real estate as a

strategic device for their business in support of wider transformation. 71

percent of the Indian respondents said eGpect to see an increase in their

real estate portfolio in the neGt three years.

Disclaimer: Content Produced by TableSpace Technologies

(Catch all the Business News, Breaking News Events and Latest News Updates
on The Economic Times.)
Download The Economic Times News App to get Daily Market Updates & Live
Business News.
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Synopsis
To help small businesses create a path for themselves and establish themselves in the
global market, an eminent panel of experts will deliberate on how to reach customers
around the world.

The pandemic has wreaked havoc on

businesses across industries, given the

current economic situation. While large

organizations have all the resources to

adapt to emerging technologies and

internet tools, Micro, Small and

Medium Enterprises (MSMEs) may

bnd it di]icult to keep up. 

As the world is gradually emerging from the crisis, MSMEs have immense

opportunities to grow their business globally and serve international

customers. Owing to the pandemic, consumers have gone all digital. And

getting online seems to be the easiest way to expand reach and cater to the

last consumer on the supply chain, but it involves a lot of processes. 

To help small businesses create a path for themselves and establish

themselves in the global market, an eminent panel of experts will deliberate

on how to reach customers around the world. 
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Sponsored by

Names like Meghana Narayan, Co-Founder, Slurrp Farm, Vishesh Khurana,

Co-founder, Shiprocket and Rohit Kulkarni, Vice President, Payoneer will be

part of the esteemed panel to help you choose the right business path and

reach a global audience. 

The exclusive session titled “ Selling Globally: How to reach customers

around the world” will also focus on di]erent kinds of market strategies,

importance of going global and other key areas like: 

Identifying target markets

Establishing online presence

Understanding the payment options available

Knowing about taxes and regulations

Finding logistics and support services

Marketing and selling strategies

The dialogue will be moderated by Pranbihanga Borpuzari, Associate Editor,

The Economic Times. To register for the exclusive session, register now 
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